The New D Coil
Up to 50% Longer Battery Life*

By Upgrading to the New D Coil Users Benefit from:
- Significantly improved battery life
- Newest and thinnest coil design with multiple colour options
- Easy-to-exchange magnets
- Less waste and lower cost!

A Full Day of Use with DaCapo
- Users of the DaCapo rechargeable battery system will experience up to 16 hours of battery lifetime by upgrading to the new D Coil as compared to 10–12 hours with the previous coil.

Have a BTE? Upgrade Now
- Every MED-EL user wearing a behind-the-ear processor can benefit from upgrading to the new D Coil.
- Users of OPUS 2, DUET 2, OPUS 1, DUET and TEMPO+ are able to upgrade from COMT+ P Coil to D Coil and benefit from increased battery lifetime and cost reduction.

*with zinc-air batteries
Enjoy an entire week of uninterrupted hearing with a single set of zinc-air batteries

Dimensions D Coil
- Diameter: 31.6 mm
- Thickness: 6 mm
- Weight: 4.3 g

Comparison COMT+ P Coil
- Diameter: 32.6 mm
- Thickness: 6.5 mm
- Weight: 5.1 g

Easy Adjustment
- One base part – four interchangeable magnet inserts!
- Magnet strength can be adjusted by simply exchanging the magnet insert
- No need to exchange the whole coil!
- Magnet Exchange Tool (MET) for quick and easy magnet exchange

Interchangeable Magnet Inserts
- soft
- standard
- strong
- super strong

Now Available in a Variety of New Colours!
OPUS 2 processors are now available in a variety of exciting colours. Users can choose between White, Creme and Ebony. They are intended to closely match many different hair colours.

In addition, MED-EL now offers an assortment of new audio processor colours for children including Green, Orange, Baby Pink and Baby Blue.
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